
Ten years ago we saw the start of this thread. Now is the time for some transparency, at 
last: what is exactly hiding under the green cover of LINKY? In this article a closer look. 
There are six companies producing LINKY, to the specifications of ERDF/ENEDIS of 
course, but sometimes using different components from only a few international factories. 
Not made in France, assembled in France.....So there are several subtle differences 
between all these LINKYs. As a backup battery several models use a not unfamiliar coin 
type, the CR2032. Not easy replaceable, soldered onto the printed circuit board. Promises 
made by the battery manufacturer: life expectancy of twenty years. Let's wait and see.

Complaints about the trigger happiness of LINKY in the case of a short overload (inrush 
current of an electric motor etc.) have been taken on board of the software algorithm 
surveilling shorts and overloads. The overload curve seems to be more foregiving in the 
newer versions, it comes closer to the courbes de déclenchement of the old main switch, 
the disjoncteur de branchement. Still performing it's emergency switch function and with 
it's fault current protection of 500 mA still in place. Without the short and overload 
protection, now taken care of by the electronics of LINKY.

Fire risks: the subcontractors had to hurry, renumeration by ERDF/ENEDIS wat not stellar. 
Employing "qualified" technicians (a few days training course) and using standard 
screwdrivers was not helpful. An almost loose connection is not a good idea in a high 
current environment, contact resistances trying to imitate an electric heater. So the ERDF 
made the use of constant torque screwdrivers compulsory as we can read here: " Un 
mode opératoire très précis est délivré aux entreprises de pose avec une Norme de 
serrage imposée (couple de serrage 5N/m) ; · Les entreprises de pose doivent équiper 
leurs techniciens d’un tournevis dynamométrique garantissant ce couple de serrage. Un 
système de pénalités (fortes) a été mis en place auprès des entreprises de pose en cas 
de constat de mauvais serrage."

Will our friend LINKY reach the respectable age - more than fifty years - of the 
electromechanical, almost indestructible compteur bleu? Looking at the replacement 
speed of my desktop computers and laptops the last forty years I do have my doubts about
it. 
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